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HYPOTHESIS TESTING USING NUMEROUS APPROXIMATING 
FUNCTIONAL FORMS 
 
While the combination of several or more models is often found to improve 
forecasts (Brandt and Bessler, Min and Zellner, Norwood and Schroeder), hypothesis 
tests are typically conducted using a single model approach
1.  Hypothesis tests and 
forecasts have similar goals; they seek to define a range over which a parameter should 
lie within a degree of confidence.  If it is true that, on average, composite forecasts are 
more accurate than a single model’s forecast, it might also be true that hypothesis tests 
using information from numerous models are, on average, more accurate in the sense of 
lower Type I and Type II errors than hypothesis tests using a single model.   
 
Researchers often employ J-Tests to identify the best functional form for the mean 
of a variable.  The J-Test requires testing the null hypothesis that Model A is correct 
versus the alternative that Model B is correct.  Data employed in such tests often prefer a 
combination of Model A and Model B though, thereby rejecting both models (Anderson 
et al. and McAleer et al.)  In such cases, hypothesis tests may be best conducted using a 
combination of the two models, rather than just one. 
 
This paper is an evaluation of hypothesis tests from numerous versus a single 
model.  In the construction of hypothesis tests, seldom is it mentioned that part of the null 
hypothesis is that the assumed model is true.  Most economic data are non-experimental 
though and the true functional form governing the economic process, if there is a true 
functional form, is unknown.  Unfortunately, estimates are often sensitive to the choice of 
functional form and the science of model identification is in its early stages
2.  For any 
given data there exists several or more appropriate functional forms with potentially 
different implications.  Shumway and Lim provide excellent examples of how elasticities 
vary under alternative functional forms.  They summarize the robustness problem by 
stating (page 275) “Attempting to narrowly bound estimates of output supply and input 
demand elasticity for a given category remains an exceedingly difficult task.  Even using 
the same data, holding the point of evaluation constant, and using alternative functional 
forms with the same number of free parameters to be estimated, the implied elasticities 
can vary widely.” 
 
Though econometricians have not reached a consensus on the best method of 
model selection, many claim the best models are those that perform well out-of-sample.  
This is because in-sample model performance criteria are often arbitrary and unreliable.  
In-sample fit can be manipulated by the addition of parameters.  Measure like the Akaine 
Information Criteria and adjusted coefficient-of-determination are constructed to correct 
for this manipulation, but are still unpopular.  Hypothesis tests are sometimes useful, but 
at other times are sensitive to the type of test conducted and not all models are nested.  
Non-nested tests are available but sometimes yield ambiguous conclusions (Anderson et 
al. and  McAleer et al.)  The likelihood dominance procedure provides an unambiguous 
model ranking, but requires all models to have an identical number of variables 
(Anderson et al).  It is taken as given in this paper that a model is best judged by its out-
of-sample performance.   2
 
However, the fact that Model A performs outperforms Model B out-of-sample 
does not imply that only Model A should be incorporated in the construction of 
hypothesis tests.  The forecasting literature often finds incorporating the results of two or 
more models improves accuracy (Brandt and Bessler, Min and Zellner, and Norwood and 
Schroeder).  In a summary of how ERS conducts retail price forecasts, the forecasters 
state (Page 15) “It appears that the competing forecasts can be profitably combined to 
yield a composite forecast which is superior to each of the individual forecasts.”  If this 
holds true for forecasts, it may hold true for hypothesis tests as well.  The purpose of this 
paper is to evaluate a method of hypothesis testing which employees numerous models, 
none of which are assumed true, but each a potentially appropriate approximation.  Each 
model may contribute information regarding the true value of a statistic, where each 
model’s contribution depends on its out-of-sample performance. 
 
This analysis assumes the true process governing economic variables is complex 
and unknown to the researcher.  It must be approximated by one or more simpler forms.  
Hence, the usual properties regarding hypothesis tests do not apply.  For instance, if a 
90% confidence interval is constructed for repeated samples, it will not necessarily 
contain the true value 90% of the time because models are likely specified with error.  
This has been noted in the literature as x% confidence intervals often do not contain the 
true value x% of the time out-of-sample (Makridakis et al. and Norwood and Schroeder).  
Hence, two often ignored issues are focused upon 1)  the fact that hypothesis tests are 
conducted using approximate, as opposed to true, functional forms and 2)  numerous 
models may provide better tests than a single model. 
 
THE WEIGHTED STATISTIC APPROACH 
 
 If there were a true model governing economic processes, it is likely the true form 
is more complex that the models researcher typically specify.  Additionally, any 
economic variable is likely influenced by a myriad of variables.  Consequently, 
econometricians cannot precisely measure all relevant variables, and even if they could, 
the number of variables would likely outnumber the observations of most datasets.  
Hence, any specified functional form will likely be a biased estimator even if it appears 
unbiased in-sample
3.  Without knowing the true functional form, and without knowing if 
a form is unbiased, determining the most efficient method of estimation becomes 
increasingly difficult.  Nevertheless, this is the state of economic data and must be 
considered as part of one’s analysis.   
 
Suppose a researcher is interested in the value of an elasticity, denoted h.  Let this 
elasticity be the percent change of variable y with respect to a one percent change in 
variable x1
4.  Also, let four other variables, x2, x3, x4, and x5 influence y.  The researcher 
wants to estimate h observed at the mean of X = [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5]’.  Assume this researcher 
has K available functional forms mapping X into y.  Denote the i
th model as fi(X,e) where 
e is a stochastic error and its corresponding elasticity estimate as  i h ˆ .  The researcher has 
the option of either estimating all K models and choosing one  i h ˆ  or combining each 
model’s elasticity estimate into a single elasticity estimate; a composite estimate.  One   3







i K h h  .  Brandt 
and Bessler found when forecasting hog prices that a weighted average performed better, 
where each model’s weight increases as it performed better relative to the other models.  
















 The difficult part of constructing a composite estimate is determining the weights.  
The weights should have some objective in mind.  Suppose the objective is to minimize 
the mean-squared error of  h h - ˆ .  The mean-squared error can be decomposed into its 
variance and bias.  Suppose a researcher was considering combining K estimators into a 
single composite estimator in a manner which minimizes mean-squared error, i.e., 
minimizes 
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ij s is the covariance between  i h ˆ and  j h ˆ and  i B is the bias of  i h ˆ  and is equal 
to h h - ) ˆ ( i E .  Brandt and Bessler consider weighting two unbiased estimates.  By setting 
0 = i B for all i, taking the derivative of (1) with respect to wi, imposing the constraint that 
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For this to be the solution of a minimum variance, the term 
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must hold, and it will if the correlation between the estimators is equal to or less than 
zero.  If the correlation is positive, each si must be estimated to determine if (3) holds.  
Note the intuition behind (2).  As the variance of h2 increases more weight is given to h1.  
If the variance of h1 and h2 are equal and their correlation is one, then the mean-squared 
error is the same regardless of the assigned weights, and they should be, as they would be 
the exact same estimate. 
 
Other weighting schemes have been developed within the Bayesian framework.  
Such weights are assigned almost exclusively to two models due to the mathematical 
complexities of calculating posterior distributions.  Min and Zellner consider two 
competing models, f1(X,e) and f2(X,e) and define the expected value of the dependent 
variable y as: E{y} = P1E{f1(X,e)} + P2E{f2(X,e)} where P1/P2 is the odds ratio of each 
model being correct.  The prior for this odds ratio is set to one (an uninformative prior)   4
and can then be updated based on data to obtain a posterior distribution.  Overall, this 
weighting scheme did not provide much, if any, improvement in forecasts.  Regardless, 
this scheme either improved the performance of out-of-sample predictions or did not 
affect it and therefore is a useful tool.  Though sound fundamentally, this technique is 
difficult to extend to numerous and different classes of models. 
  
Dorfman considers the case of forecasting the sign of the change in y.  He uses 
three models; a reduced form econometric model, a state-space model, and expert 
forecasts.  Let zit = 1 if Model i forecasts yt – yt-1 to be greater than zero and zit = 0 
otherwise.  Based on past predictions, one may use a logit model to predict the 
probability zit predicts the correct change.  Denote this probability as Pit.  Dorfman then 





jt it it P P p .  Then, denote the loss incurred from predicting zit 
= 1 when yt – yt-1 < 0, relative to predicting zit = 0 when yt – yt-1 > 0 as L.  The composite 
































Dorman found the composite model outperformed each of the three individual models. 
 
This study seeks a simple method of combining models that allows hypothesis 
testing extendable to any number and type of models.  This study uses the mean-squared 
error criterion, as Brandt and Bessler, but allows more than 2 models.  Keeping the 
statistic of interest as an elasticity of y with respect to x1, denoted h, the objective is to 
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ij and rij for any two models can be calculated analytically for simple  
forms or numerically through bootstrapping.  The terms  i B are unidentifiable though as 
the researcher does not know the true elasticity.  Suppose, instead of choosing the wi’s to 







ˆ h h  , the weights were chosen to minimize 
the mean-squared error of the dependent variable y over a set of out-of-sample forecasts.  
Let  ) , ( ˆ e X f y i i = be the prediction of y from Model i.  Previously, the objective was to 
minimize the mean-squared error of a constant h.  The fact that h was a constant allowed 
decomposing the mean-squared error into variance and bias components.  Now, the 
objective is to minimize the mean-squared error of the variable y which changes at each   5
observation, so the decomposition does not follow.  The mean-squared error for a set of 
out-of-sample forecasts is then stated as 
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which is minimized by a constrained OLS regression
5.  The subscript t denotes an out-of-
sample forecast. 
 
A word of caution: The mean-squared error may be set to zero arbitrarily by 
incorporating a number of models equal to the number of out-of-sample forecasts.  Note 
the solution may not be interior, especially if individual model’s forecasts are positively 
correlated. Once the weights are chosen they may be employed in hypothesis tests.  
Suppose a researcher wants to test whether the elasticity of y with respect to xi (denoted h 
as before) observed at the mean vector of X = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5], is greater than or equal 
to a value g.   
 
The elasticity of interest is  
(7)  
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 where  i x is the sample mean of xi.  
Equation (7) suggests the elasticity is only calculated at the mean of x1.  Actually, in 
simulations it was calculated and hypothesis tests were conducted for this elasticity at the 
sample mean and four other values of x1.  All other variables are held at their means for 
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the estimated bias will be zero by OLS construction.  This 
bias is then assumed zero.  An estimate of h is then 
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 The probability density function of this statistic may be obtained by 
bootstrapping.  The strongest assumption made in this analysis is that the bias is zero, 
because the zero estimated bias is just a construction of OLS estimation.  However, it 
seems plausible that the bias using the weighted average is less than the bias from any 
one individual model, and the assumption is no stronger than assuming one specified 
model is correct/unbiased.  While the bias can be estimated using out-of-sample 
observations, this was not attempted in the present analysis.  The approach of using 
numerous models to obtain a probability density function for a statistic in the fashion 
described above is referred to as the Weighted Statistic Approach (WSA).  
 
 The WSA has several appealing features.  Results will be robust since hypothesis 
tests using the WSA are based on numerous models.  This decreases the probability that 
results of a statistical test are due solely to the functional form chosen.  Researchers often 
try to avoid this fallacy by estimating several functional forms and reporting each form’s 
estimates and test results.  Space considerations only allow a limited number of 
estimations to be reported though, and it is often difficult for readers to interpret 
numerous estimations.  The WSA can take numerous models and report then in a single 
point estimate, probability density function, and hypothesis test.   
 
Kastens and Brester revived Wold’s claim that “Forecasting is to nonexperimental 
model building as replications are to controlled experiments.”  Estimating a different 
model is like conducting an experiment, and science is the business of performing 
numerous experiments and reporting the results in a succinct and informative fashion.  In 
the physical sciences, many experiments are performed before results are confirmed.  
Useful experiments are included in the results and uninformative experiments are not.  
Econometricians, however, often base results on one or a few models when the cost of 
estimating more models is small.  
 
The WSA has a formal method of determining which models are informative and 
which are not by assigning positive and zero values for each weight.  Models are given 
greater weight they better they explain movements in the dependent variable out-of-
sample.  Models which better explain a variable y as a function of variables in X seem 
more likely to explain functions of y using X, such as elasticities.  If a composite forecast 
is superior to a single model’s forecast, then a subset of weights will be less than one.  
Therefore, by extending weights assigned to each individual model to other statistics like 
elasticities, the weighted statistic may very well be superior to any single statistic. 
  
While the WSA has some intuitive merits, whether it is indeed superior to a single 
model approach is an empirical question—a difficult empirical question.  If one does not 
know the true functional form mapping X into y there is no way to prove analytically 
whether the WSA is appropriate.  Therefore, simulations are performed. 
If the WSA is found to be superior, subsequent research may formalize the method and 
improve estimates.  If it is not, then hypothesis tests are simpler and can be conducted 
using the one superior model. 
   7
SIMULATION DESCRIPTION 
 
 A series of simulations is performed to determine how the WSA performs 
compared to a single model under a setting where the true functional form is unknown.  
This simulation is briefly described here but is given more detail in Appendix A.  The 
true functional form of a dependent variable is assumed to be a function of five 
independent variables; x1n, x2n, x3n, x4n, and x5n
 where n denotes an observation.  If there 
is a true functional form for an economic variable, it is probably complex.  Therefore, the 
true functional form in the simulation is chosen randomly from a set of complex models.  
The true form will differ for each simulation, making results applicable to a wider array 
of models. 
 
Let X = [IT,x1, …, x5, x1
2,…, x5
2, x1x2, …, x1x5, x2x3, …,x4x5] where xi is a vector 
of xin for n = 1 to N and IN is a vector of ones with N columns.  Then, let X(1:j) be a 
matrix equal to columns 1 through j of X.  The parameter vector mapping X(1:j) into the 
expected value of y is b(1:j).  Let b = [b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b12 b22 b32 b42 b52 bi12 bi13 bi14 bi15 
bi23 bi24 bi25 bi34 bi35 bi45]’ where bi25 denotes the parameter corresponding to the 
interaction term x1x5.  The vector b(1:j) then contains the first j rows of b.  By letting j 
vary across simulations, a wide array of true models is simulated. 
 
The true model is allowed to become even more complex by allowing a Box-Cox 
transformation on each xi.  Each xi is transformed to 
) ( i
i x
l where  ( ) i i i
i i x x l
l l 1
) ( - =  
and the value of li is differs for each xi within a simulation and across simulations.  
Redefine the mean equation of y then as E{y} = X(1:j,l)b(1:j) where l is a vector of li’s.  
The values of j, X, l, and b are chosen randomly from distributions defined in Appendix 
A.  
 
The value of y is defined as y = X(1:j,l)b(1:j) + e where e is a normally 
distributed term with a zero mean.  The variance of e is allowed to vary randomly across 
simulations.  Define mX(1:j,l) as the mean vector of X(1:j,l).  The variance of e is then 
defined as (gmX(1:j,l)b(1:j))
2 where g is a uniformly distributed variable between .05 
and .5.  Values of y are then simulated to form a set of data on y and X. 
 
 It is assumed the researcher has no idea what the true functional form is, or is 
even aware a separate Box-Cox transformation is made to each variable.  The simulated 
researcher proceeds by estimating the elasticity of y with respect to x1, evaluated at the 
mean of the untransformed variables in X.  The researcher uses five parsimonious models 
where the Box-Cox transformation values are .01, .25, .5, .75, and 1 and five flexible 
functional forms with the same transformation values.  The parsimonious models are 
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where l is the same for all variables within a model, and vary from Model 1 to Model 5 
by l = .01, .25, .5, .75, and 1.  The flexible functional forms take the form   8
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where, again, l is the same for all independent variables and equal to 0, .25, .5, .75, and 1 
in Models 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively.  Models 6 through 10 are similar to the flexible 
functional forms used frequently except that the dependent variable is not transformed
6. 
 
 During each simulation all 10 models are estimated.  The parameters from these 
estimations are then employed in a set of out-of-sample forecasts.  The weights assigned 
to each model are then calculated by minimizing the out-of-sample squared errors as 
described in (6).  These weights are treated as constants.  The in- and out-of-sample 
observations are then combined for a series of bootstraps.  The estimated parameters from 
each bootstrap are used to calculate the elasticity as in (10), and when all bootstraps are 
combined, yield a probability distribution for the elasticity to use in hypothesis tests. 
 
 For each simulation, the null hypothesis is whether the elasticity is equal to th 
where t equals the true elasticity one half the time and the other half is an uniformly 
distributed random variable over the (-2,2) interval.  The confidence level is set to be 
10%.  Using the collection of estimated elasticities from the bootstrap, a confidence 
interval is constructed by selecting two values separating the lowest 5% and highest 5% 
of elasticities in the bootstrap series.  Let hL be the value for which hL is greater than the 
lowest 5% of elasticities and less than the rest.  Let hH be the value for which hH is less 
than the highest 5% of elasticities and greater than the rest.  The two values hL and hH 
then form an empirical confidence interval.  If th lies outside the (hL,hH) interval the null 
hypothesis that h = th is rejected. 
 
 The purpose of this study is to compare hypothesis tests using numerous models 
to tests using a single model.  Therefore, the hypothesis test described previously is 
compared to the hypothesis of a single model.  For each simulation the model with the 
lowest out-of-sample squared error (OSRMSE) is chosen as superior.  This model is then 
used for hypothesis tests.  Using the same methodology an empirical confidence interval 
is constructed for this single model and the same hypothesis test is conducted.  This 
hypothesis test was conducted during each simulation for an elasticity observed at five 
different values of x1. 
 
 The hypothesis tests using the WSA versus the single model approach is 
compared by the frequencies of a Type I and Type II errors.  The method which results in 
a probability of Type I error closest to 10% and the model with the greatest power will be 
deemed the better approach.  Since the approaches are evaluated on two criteria, the 
WSA may fair better by one criteria but not another.     9
SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
 Table 1. provides descriptive statistics regarding the weights assigned in the 
composite model for the 1,716 simulations.  The composite model prefers parsimonious 
models with a l value of .01 and 1, although each model is used frequently.  On average, 
the composite model employ 4 individual models.  The frequency of Type I and Type II 
errors are shown in Table 2.  Regarding Type I Errors, the frequency is lowest at the 
mean of x1, which is expected.  An extremely large number of Type II errors are found, 
and surprisingly, is highest at the when the elasticity is observed at the mean of x1.   
 
It seems counterintuitive that the percent of Type II errors were largest at the 
mean of x1, as the confidence interval surrounding the dependent variables is usually 
smallest at the means of the variables, which should increase the frequency of rejections.  
A possible, but not confirmed, explanation is provided.  Due to the simulation code, 
elasticities tended to become larger as x1 becomes larger.  Hence, as x1 increases from 60 
to 100, the range of elasticities is larger implying less rejections.  However, for models 
using a Box-Cox transformation on the independent variables, an increase in x1 has a 
smaller impact on the dependent variable as it increases implying less variability in 
elasticities.  As x1 increases there exists two forces, one which tends to increase the range 
of elasticities and one which tends to decrease.  The only explanation is that the mean of 
x1 separates the regions where one forces dominates the other. 
 
It is difficult to discern whether the Weighted Statistic Approach or the Single 
Model Approach dominated.  The number of Type I errors are higher using the Weighted 
Approach, but the number of Type II errors are higher using the Single Model Approach.  
The percent of Type I and Type II errors are only significantly different for the range x1 = 
80 and 100.  We do not feel these simulation results allow any general statements to be 
made regarding how well composite models perform relative to single models in 
hypothesis tests, so long as the composite and single models are chosen to minimize out-
of-sample forecast error. 
   10
FOOTNOTES 
1)  The terms “model” and “functional form” are used interchangeably.   They both mean 
a researcher’s description of how economic values are determined.  They include both the 
functional form, the error distribution, and estimated parameter values. 
 
2)  This claim is made based on the fact there seems little consensus on the one best 
method of model selection. 
 
3)  Most estimators, like OLS regressions, appear unbiased in-sample because the 
residuals sum to zero.  These same estimators are often found to be biased in out-of-
sample forecasts though. 
 
4)  Usually elasticities are measured using the instantaneous percent change in y due to 
an instantaneous percent change in x1. This study uses the percent change in y due to a 
1% change in x1 to simplify simulation programming. 
 
5)  This is identical to the weights chosen by the ERS for retail food price forecasts. 
 
6)  The dependent variable was not transformed for coding reasons.  Performing 
simulations when the dependent variables was transformed proved difficult because, 
since the parameters are random variables, the Box-Cox transformation resulting in 
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TABLE 1. 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF WEIGHTS USED IN COMPOSITIVE 
MODELS 
 






i i y w ;  i y ˆ is prediction from Model i 
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where l = .01, .25, .5, .75, and 1 
 
Number of Simulations = 1,716 
 
 







w1  0.26  0.06  1.00  0.00  0.35 
 
0.72 
w2  0.05  0.00  1.00  0.00  0.19 
 
0.44 
w3  0.04  0.00  1.00  0.00  0.13 
 
0.32 
w4  0.05  0.00  1.00  0.00  0.14 
 
0.34 
w5  0.34  0.23  1.00  0.00  0.35 
 
0.73 
w6  0.05  0.00  0.66  0.00  0.13 
 
0.34 
w7  0.06  0.00  0.99  0.00  0.19 
 
0.39 
w8  0.05  0.00  0.95  0.00  0.19 
 
0.38 
w9  0.05  0.00  0.85  0.00  0.16 
 
0.39 

































 a)  Positive weights were assigned to all models only 2% of the time. 
 b)  Only once were all weights assigned to zero.  This may have happened because the dependent 
variable could take positive and negative values, and if all parameters in the true model are close to 
zero (which is possible as parameter values were randomly chosen) a value of zero may be the best 
prediction.   13
TABLE 2. 
SIMULATION RESULTS:  FREQUENCY OF TYPE I AND TYPE II ERRORS 
 
Null Hypothesis: 
Elasticity of y with 
respect to x1 is equal 
to a particular value 
Percent of Type I 
Errors: 
Null Hypothesis 
Rejected When Null 
Hypothesis is True 
 
Percent of Type II 
Errors: 
Null Hypothesis Not 
Rejected When Null 
Hypothesis is False 
1,716 Simulations 
 




















x1 = 60  0.29  0.28  0.65  0.64 
 
x1 = 80  0.20  0.14  0.75  0.82 
 
x1 = 100  0.12  0.07  0.85  0.92 
 
x1 = 120  0.23  0.19  0.76  0.80 
 
x1 =140  0.27  0.25  0.71  0.72 
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TABLE 3. 
SIMULATION RESULTS:  T-TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN 
TYPE I AND TYPE II ERRORS 
 
Null Hypothesis: 
Elasticity of y with 
respect to x1 is equal 
to a particular value 
T-Test for Percent of 
Type I Errors is 
Greater Using 
Weighted Statistic 
Approach than Single 
Model Approach 
 
T-Test for Percent of 
Type II Errors is 
Greater Using 
Weighted Statistic 
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x1 = 60  0.28  0.39 
 
x1 = 80  2.67  -2.52 
 
x1 = 100  3.06  -3.62 
 
x1 = 120  1.29  -1.36 
 
x1 =140  0.63  -0.38 
 
a)  Where  W P is the percent of Type I or Type II Errors using the Weighted Statistic 
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/ where DW  = 1if null was not rejected and zero if 
null was rejected and T is the number of times the number of times the null was false.  PS 
denotes the Single Model Approach. 
 




Dependent Variable: y 
Independent Variables Affecting y:  x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 = x 
 
 
Step 1:  Generating Data on x and Parameter Values 
 
The variables x1, x2, x3, and x5 were chosen randomly from a normal distribution with a 
mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20.  The unconditional distribution of x4 is the 
same, however, it was set to have a correlation of .3 with x3. 
 
xi ~ N(100,20
2) for i = 1, 2, 3, 5. 




Step 2:  Generate Model and Sample Size 
 
The process of y is given by y = X
(l)(1:j)b(1:j) + e and is described below.  The matrix 
X(1:j) is a matrix containing xi’s.  The superscript (l) signifies that each xi undergoes a 
Box-Cox transformation.  The value of lambda used for the Box-Cox transformation is 
chosen randomly.  It may take the values .01, .02, …, 1 for each xi with equal probability.  
Each xi is transformed as ( ) i i i
i i x x l
l l 1
















(li)] where Ic denotes a column of 
ones.  Then, X
(l)(1:j) contains the first j columns of X
























(li)].  The value of j can take on 6, …, 21; 
each with an equal probability.  Next, the parameter vector mapping X
(l)(1:j) into the 
expected value of y is b(1:j).  Let b = [b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b12 b22 b32 b42 b52 bi12 bi13 bi14 bi15 
bi23 bi24 bi25 bi34 bi35 bi45]’ where bi25 denotes the parameter corresponding to the 
interaction term x1
(l)x5
(l).  The vector b(1:j) then contains the first j rows of b. 
 
The moments of each parameter are: 
b0 ~ N(10000,100
2); b1 ~ N(10,3
2)*20





(1-l3); b4 ~ N(8,2
2) *20





(1-l1); b22 ~ N(.001,.005
2) *20
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After these parameter values are simulated, each parameter is multiplied by one with a 
50% chance and by –1 with a 50% chance.  After the vector b is simulated, the expected 
value of y is then denoted as X
(l)(1:j)b(1:j). 
 
The value of observations of y for each simulation consists of its expected value, 
X
(l)(1:j)b(1:j), and a stochastic error.  The error distribution is normal with a constant 
variance, where the size of the variance varies among simulations.  Within each 
simulation the value of g can equal .01, .02, …, .5 with equal probability.  Let mX
(l)(1:j) 
be the mean vector of X
(l)(1:j) for the sample.  The error variance is then set to equal  
{gmX
(l)(1:j)b(1:j)}
2.  The process governing y can then be completely described by 
y = X




Step 4:  Generating the Data 
 
Data on X
(l) and the value of b(1:j) have already been generated.  Data on y is then 
generating by simulating values of e from a normal distribution with a zero mean and 
variance as described above.  The sample size may be any even number between, and 
including, 60 and 500 with equal probability.  The “dataset” is then the collection of y’s 
and xi’s. 
 
Step 5:  Estimation of Weights Assigned to Each Approximating Model 
 
The true functional form and error variance is unknown to the researcher.  The simulated 
researcher then proceeds to approximate the true functional form using 10 different 
models.  These models are: 
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The first-half of the sample of y and X is used to estimate the parameters.  These 
parameters are then used to conduct out-of-sample forecasts for the second-half of the 
sample.  Let t denote an out-of-sample forecast and  t i y , ˆ be the t
th forecast from Model i = 

















































max l . .t s 1 0 £ £ i w " i 
using a constrained maximization routine titled “constr” in Matlab.   
 
Step 5:  Calculating the Probability Distribution of the Elasticity Using the Weighted 
Statistic Approach: 
 
The entire sample of observations on y and X are then sampled with replacement for a 
series of 200 bootstraps within each simulation.  For each bootstrap, the new collection of 
y and X observations are used to re-estimate the ten Models M(i,l) for i = 6, 21 and l = 
.01, .25, .5, .75, and 1.  The elasticity for each bootstrap is calculated as 
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x x y w
x x y w x x y w
h  where the subscript b denotes 
a bootstrap and the subscript WSA denotes the Weighed Statistic Approach..  The 200 
b WSA, ˆ h ’s then constitute an empirical probability distribution for the estimated elasticity. 
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Step 6:  Calculating the Probability Distribution of the Elasticity Using the A Single 
Model 
 
In Step 4 where the out-of-sample forecasts are conducted, the model with the smallest 
out-of-sample-root-mean-squared error is deemed the “superior model” and is used to 
estimate the elasticity.  Let   ) ,..., ( ˆ 1 P s x x y be the prediction using this single “superior” 
model.  Another 200 bootstraps are conducted within each simulation where the 
estimated elasticity is calculated as 
 
01 .
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ˆ
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x x y x x y
s
s s
b s h  where the subscript b denotes a bootstrap. 
The bias from the superior model was assumed zero as is typically done by researchers.  
This is not necessarily because the bias is believed zero, but because the object was to 
simulate how research is conducted using the single model approach. 
 
  The 200  b h ˆ ’s then constitute an empirical probability distribution for the estimated 
elasticity. 
 
Step 7:  Hypothesis Testing Using the Weighted Statistic Approach and the Single Model 
Approach 
 
The probability density function for the estimated elasticity using the WSA is the 




b WSA h  be the vector of  b WSA, ˆ h ’s in order of lowest to highest 
where 
) 1 (
, ˆ b WSA h is the lowest elasticity and 
) 200 (




b WSa h is then a 
collection of order statistics.  The 90% empirical confidence interval for the WSA is then 
(
) 11 (
, ˆ b WSa h ,
) 189 (
, ˆ b WSa h ).  The 90% empirical confidence interval for the single model is 
(
) 11 (
, ˆ b s h ,
) 189 (
, ˆ b s h ). 
 
For each simulation, the hypothesis of interest is whether the elasticity is statistically 
different from th where t is a uniformly distributed random variable, in .01 increments, 
in the (-2,2) interval.  The null hypothesis is that h is equal to th. 
 
The null hypothesis using either the WSA and the single model approach is rejected if th 
lies outside the (
) 11 (
, ˆ b WSa h ,
) 189 (
, ˆ b WSa h ) and (
) 11 (
, ˆ b s h ,
) 189 (
, ˆ b s h ) interval,  respectively. 
 